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Enjoy the best cake pops with Betty Crocker • Photo
of Every Recipe Cake pops are bite-sized fun, and
Betty Crocker brings you a wide array. You’ll find
great new ideas, including Gusher Confetti Cake
Balls, Tequila Sunrise Cake Balls, and Watermelon
Pops. Get ready to be delighted by the diversity of
these fun treats.
IN 1945, FORTUNE MAGAZINE named Betty
Crocker the second most popular American woman,
right behind Eleanor Roosevelt, and dubbed Betty
America's First Lady of Food. Not bad for a gal who
never actually existed. "Born" in 1921 in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, to proud corporate parents,
Betty Crocker has grown, over eight decades, into
one of the most successful branding campaigns the
world has ever known. Now, at long last, she has her
own biography. Finding Betty Crocker draws on six
years of research plus an unprecedented look into
the General Mills archives to reveal how a fictitious
spokesperson was enthusiastically welcomed into
kitchens and shopping carts across the nation. The
Washburn Crosby Company (one of the forerunners
to General Mills) chose the cheery all-American
"Betty" as a first name and paired it with Crocker,
after William Crocker, a well-loved company director.
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Betty was to be the newest member of the Home
Service Department, where she would be a "friend"
to consumers in search of advice on baking -- and, in
an unexpected twist, their personal lives. Soon Betty
Crocker had her own national radio show, which,
during the Great Depression and World War II,
broadcast money-saving recipes, rationing tips, and
messages of hope. Over 700,000 women joined
Betty's wartime Home Legion program, while more
than one million women -- and men -- registered for
the Betty Crocker Cooking School of the Air during
its twenty-seven-year run. At the height of Betty
Crocker's popularity in the 1940s, she received as
many as four to five thousand letters daily, care of
General Mills. When her first full-scale cookbook,
Betty Crocker's Picture Cook Book, or "Big Red," as
it is affectionately known, was released in 1950, firstyear sales rivaled those of the Bible. Today, over two
hundred products bear her name, along with
thousands of recipe booklets and cookbooks, an
interactive website, and a newspaper column. What
is it about Betty? In answering the question of why
everyone was buying what she was selling, author
Susan Marks offers an entertaining, charming, and
utterly unique look -- through words and images -- at
an American icon situated between profound
symbolism and classic kitchen kitsch.
Here's a collection of tasty and attractive dishes that
can easily be prepared with little to no attention and
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are ready when you want to eat. Succulent meats,
tender poultry and even vegetarian dishes, hot and
full of simmered-in flavor, are waiting for you when
you want them. This book is full of more than 120 nononsense, delicious recipes that are easy for anyone
to use-just dump in the ingredients, dial the heat,
and dinner will be ready when you get home from
work. All the preparation can be done the night
before, so putting dinner on in the morning a breeze.
Recipes include everything -- meat, chicken ,and
meatless main dishes to side dishes, dips, drinks,
and even desserts -- with more than 50 photos of
these easy, delicious meals. Slow cookers are an all
around economical choice -- from the price of
appliance to the amount of time spent cooking and
the ingredients you can use makes this subject
appealing to a wide group of consumers. Slow
cooking enhances the flavor and also tenderizes all
varieties of meat, including the less expensive cuts,
so it is an economical way to cook. Most recipes
have cooking times of 8 to 10 hours, so they can be
started at the beginning of the day and be ready for
dinnertime. Slow cookers are not only for the work-aday world; they're also very convenient for
entertaining and when stove/oven are being used for
other food preparations. It is perfect for making
crowd-size hot beverages, such as hot chocolate or
mulled cider, and it keeps dips and side dishes hot
for several hours, making it perfect for hassle-free
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entertaining and meal making. With Betty Crocker's
Slow Cooker Cookbook, putting dinner on the table
has never been easier.
Amazing cakes for every occasion—from all-time
classics to contemporary favorites Get ready for a
stellar lineup of the most delicious cakes ever! From
everyday treats to spectacular showstoppers, here
are 200 recipes for snack cakes, layer cakes,
decorated children's party cakes, rolled cakes,
upside-down cakes, coffee cakes, pudding cakes,
cheesecakes, cupcakes, and cake pops, balls, and
bites. The options are nearly endless and sure to
inspire your next occasion! Whether your craving is
for classic cakes, fun new flavors, or great
decorating ideas, you'll fall in love with fabulous and
foolproof creations like Sour Cream Spice Cake,
Chocolate Stout Cake with Caramel Frosting, Red
Velvet Cake, Peaches and Buttercream Cake,
Strawberry-Rhubarb Upside-Down Cake, Slumber
Party Cake, and Spring Chicks Cake Pops. There's
also an introductory section with information and
photos showing how to bake, assemble, and frost
cakes, as well as sweet tips throughout to ensure
success every time. 200 recipes include classic and
modern cakes and creative variations More than 100
full-color photos showcase the cakes at their
beautiful best Special features cover frosting a layer
cake, making and decorating cake pops, and easy
ways to decorate a cake to add that perfect final
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touch You'll find almost any cake you can imagine in
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cakes. With these
recipes, you'll never run out of ideas for satisfying
your sweet tooth.
Collects recipes for over 250 types of cookies,
including rolled, drop, molded, bar, and special
holiday and party cookies.
A captivating collection that celebrates the wonderful
recipes from the Betty Crocker archives in a package
that appeals to the modern cook? Betty Crocker Lost
Recipes is the ultimate treasure for the most devoted
Betty Crocker fans, as well as cooks who are
interested in recipes with a retro/nostalgic twist.
Eighty percent of the book includes tried-and-true
recipes that simply aren't in today's cooking
repertoire--mainly from-scratch recipes that are hard
to find. Twenty percent is a fun look back at some of
the cooking customs of the past that may not be
worth repeating, but are worth remembering.
Features include ideas like "How to Throw a
Hawaiian Tiki Party," and the robust introductory
pages contain interesting stories, anecdotes, and
artwork from Betty Crocker's history. Recipes are
carefully curated to ensure that they are still relevant,
achievable, and made with available
ingredients--think Beef Stroganoff, Chicken la King,
Waldorf Salad, and Chiffon Cake. These lost recipes
are ready to grace the tables of a whole new
generation of cooks.
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Betty Crocker The Big Book of PastaHoughton
Mifflin Harcourt
A complete resource for new and experienced cooks
combines more than 200 illustrated recipes with
comprehensive instructions, tips and techniques for
preparing a variety of breads, from artisanal and noknead breads to coffee cakes and gluten-free
adaptation. Original. 36,000 first printing.
Recipes for a variety of meals designed for two are
accompanied by nutritional information and tips and ideas for
serving.
175 of the best, most delicious and easiest recipes from
America’s favorite baking mix! Bisquick can do so much
more than make pancakes. Since 1930, home cooks have
relied on it to make delicious, home-baked treats and meals
in a snap. This new collection brings together 175 classic and
contemporary recipes you’ll love, like Thai Chicken with
Spicy Peanut Sauce, Overnight Blintz Bake, Triple Cheese
Flatbread, and Banana S’mores. Included are delicious
appetizer, breakfast, bread, dinner, and dessert recipes, so
there’s something for every occasion. Also featured are the
much-loved Impossibly Easy Pies, which makes their own
crust during baking; families will want to try Easy Barbeque
Chicken Pie for a fun twist on dinner. All Bisquick varieties are
here—classic, Heart-Health, and Gluten-Free—so everyone
can enjoy these special dishes. With 125 stunning photos,
this collection is both inspiring and infinitely useful.
Bisquick, America's favorite baking mix, has been keeping up
with home cooks since 1930, whether they want classic
pancakes, hearty casseroles, or gluten-free and healthful
dishes. Betty Crocker Bisquick Quick to the Table offers 145
more on-trend, trusted, and surprisingly easy recipes for
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delicious and wholesome meals that families can feel good
about digging into. Rely on Bisquick for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner—and everything in between—with chapters that span
every meal of the day: Pancake & Waffle Time, Let's Make
Brunch, Simple Dinners, Easy Apps and Breads, and Sweet
Treat Cravings. Eating gluten-free? On top of the gluten-free
recipes throughout the book, the book starts with a guide to
swapping Original Bisquick and Gluten Free Bisquick.
Featuring a variety of 170 tasty chicken recipes, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Chicken showcases the versatility of
chicken to deliver family favorite meals with ease.
The bible for inventive, on?trend meals for one or two--from
the right?size pans to just?right entrees, sides and desserts
Betty Crocker makes cooking for one (and maybe one more)
easier and more economical than ever with a complete
assortment of almost 200 perfect?fit recipes. She's delightfully
re?imagined beloved classics like Black and Blue Mini Meat
Loaves and quick?and?easy dinners like Pan Asian Salmon
and Vegetables. Even dessert is made sweeter and simpler
with personal treats like Cherry Cobblers for Two. Right?Size
Recipes makes cooking effortless and fun, with
recommendations for the proper equipment, advice on
navigating the grocery store to shop small, and lessons on
transforming or stretching leftover ingredients and meals into
another delicious entree for less repetitive leftovers and more
delightful cooking. Holidays and special occasions are also
handily scaled to size, with a sheet?pan Thanksgiving dinner
for two, menus for a romantic dinner or a stay?in movie night,
and more.
A special new edition of the best-selling cookbook features a
special heart-healthy section that reveals how to cut bad fats
and cholesterol in meals, reduce stress, maintain healthy
weight, quit smoking, and control heart disease risk factors,
along with more than one thousand classic and contemporary
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recipes, nutritional breakdowns, how-to guidelines, cooking
tips, and hints for menu planning and entertaining.
Celebrate Betty Crocker's 100th birthday with more than 100
of her best recipes Betty Crocker is 100! To celebrate a
century of helping American home cooks get food on the
table, Betty Crocker is sharing 100 of her best recipes that
have fed and nourished every generation since 1921. Each
recipe in this heirloom book is a cherished favorite that's easy
to make and difficult to fail, and each includes a note for a
closer look at the American icon. With a full range of recipes,
from breads and hearty casseroles to decadent cakes and
sweets, Betty's Best 100 is sure to be as treasured in your
kitchen as Betty Crocker is.
Featuring a variety of 175 tasty and hearty recipes, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Pasta shows how delicious and
versatile this pantry staple can be when planning family
meals. Pasta is the perfect dinnertime solution for busy,
budget-conscious families, and this collection delivers with
more than 175 delicious, creative, and foolproof recipes and
more than 125 beautiful full-color photos. Information on mixand-match recipes, working with non-wheat pastas and
different cooking methods for fresh versus dried pastas helps
home cooks find perfect noodle and sauce combinations for
every night of the week-from oven-baked Moroccan Spinach
Lasagna or Classic Spaghetti and Meatballs to simmering
one-pot soups featuring tortellini and orzo. Special icons
highlight Fast, Make-Ahead, and Meatless recipes. The book
even includes information on making fresh pasta and
gnocchi, for those cooks looking to take their pasta prep to
the next level.
Make life a little sweeter with a cookie for every day of the
year from Taste of Home 365 Days of Cookies! When it
comes to smile-fetching sweets you can’t go wrong with
cookies! From soft and chewy to crisp and crunchy, the
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buttery sensations always get thumb-up approval. Now you
can satisfy your sweet tooth all year with this brand-new, funloving collection, Taste of Home 365 Days of Cookies!
Featuring hundreds of full-color photos, this must-see edition
offers after-school snacks, coffee-break bites, classroom
treats, bake-sale favorites and holiday delights that are
perfect throughout the year. You’ll even find cookies that
celebrate days such as National Potato Chip Day (March 14),
Jelly Bean Day (April 22) and National French Toast Day
(November 28). Best of all, a Christmas- Cookies Bonus
Section makes this cookbook a home baker’s dream come
true!
Collects recipes for over 175 types of cookies, including
rolled, drop, molded, bar, and special holiday and party
cookies
Presents recipes for appetizers, meals, and desserts made
featuring Pillsbury refrigerated dough products, including
breakfast pizzas, crunchy monkey bites, and chicken Thaispiced cups.
“An amazing variety of delicious recipes,”from appetizers to
desserts, all made super-easy with Pillsbury’s ready-to-use
dough (The Midwest Book Review). This delectable follow-up
to the national bestseller Pillsbury: The Big Book of Easy
Baking with Refrigerated Dough features 160 wow-worthy
recipes—each with a full-color photo—that make baking a
breeze with prepared doughs like biscuits, pie crust, and
pizza dough. Pillsbury enthusiasts and time-strapped bakers
alike will find appealing main dishes and savory appetizers
such as Buffalo Chicken Monkey Bread, as well as sweet
treats like Party Cookie Pops. A new index of products
featured in the book will make it even easier for home cooks
to find the perfect dish for their favorite refrigerated doughs.
New features include making donuts and grilling bistro-worthy
pizza. And as with all Pillsbury products, every recipe will
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have full nutrition information.
Betty Crocker's classic cookbook for children is back-in an
authentic reproduction of the original 1957 edition A whole
generation of Baby Boomers grew up with Betty Crocker's
Cookbook for Boys and Girls, and they have helped to make
it the one of the most requested titles in the Betty Crocker
archives. Now back by popular demand, this timeless favorite
stands ready to capture the hearts of a new generation of
budding cooks. Packed with recipes that are just as popular
with kids today as they were 45 years ago, it shows how to
make everything from Ice Cream Cone Cakes and Pigs in
Blankets to Cheese Dreams and Sloppy Joes. The small
format, easy recipes, charming color illustrations and
photographs, and even the cover, are all the same as they
were in the 1957 edition-and just as delightful as ever. The
only innovation is the concealed wire binding that lies flat for
easy cooking while being sturdy enough to withstand
energetic handling by kids in the kitchen. It's the ideal book to
give or to keep, for retro appeal, and for getting today's kids
started in the kitchen.
Amazing cakes for every occasion—from all-time classics to
contemporary favorites Get ready for a stellar lineup of the
most delicious cakes ever! From everyday treats to
spectacular showstoppers, here are 200 recipes for snack
cakes, layer cakes, decorated children's party cakes, rolled
cakes, upside-down cakes, coffee cakes, pudding cakes,
cheesecakes, cupcakes, and cake pops, balls, and bites. The
options are nearly endless and sure to inspire your next
occasion!Whether your craving is for classic cakes, fun new
flavors, or great decorating ideas, you'll fall in love with
fabulous and foolproof creations like Sour Cream Spice Cake,
Chocolate Stout Cake with Caramel Frosting, Red Velvet
Cake, Peaches and Buttercream Cake, Strawberry-Rhubarb
Upside-Down Cake, Slumber Party Cake, and Spring Chicks
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Cake Pops. There's also an introductory section with
information and photos showing how to bake, assemble, and
frost cakes, as well as sweet tips throughout to ensure
success every time. ·200 recipes include classic and modern
cakes and creative variations ·More than 100 full-color photos
showcase the cakes at their beautiful best ·Special features
cover frosting a layer cake, making and decorating cake
pops, and easy ways to decorate a cake to add that perfect
final touchYou'll find almost any cake you can imagine in
Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cakes. With these recipes,
you'll never run out of ideas for satisfying your sweet tooth.
One of the best-selling cookbooks of all time, updated for a
new generation of home cooks. Few books have stood the
test of time like the Betty Crocker Cookbook; none have kept
up as well with the times and how people cook today. Classic
meets contemporary in the 12th edition, with 1,500 recipes,
all from scratch, over one-third new, and more than 1,000
photos. This one-stop resource bursts with kitchen
information and guidance as only Betty Crocker can deliver.
Learn to make a lattice crust, master a braise, can pickles,
and even debone a fish via hundreds of how-to photos.
Discover new ingredients organized by region, such as
Middle Eastern or Indian, in vibrant ID photos. New and
expanded chapters on one-dish meals, beverages, DIY
foods, whole grains, and vegetarian cooking reflect what
today’s budding cooks want to eat, as do recipes such as
Baba Ganoush, Short Rib Ragu, Pho, Korean Fried Chicken,
Cold-Brew Iced Coffee, Cauliflower Steaks, Smoked Beef
Brisket, Quinoa Thumbprint Cookies, and Doughnuts. And
complete nutrition is included with every recipe.
This faithful reproduction of Betty Crocker's Party Book will be
a treat for anyone who lived through the 1960s--or wished
they had! Packed with practical advice, classic recipes, color
photographs, and whimsical illustrations, it reveals secrets of
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great parties back in the era of Leave It to Beaver, most of
which are still applicable today. Readers will find detailed
plans for more than 30 different parties, including themed
birthday celebrations (such as a Space-Age Adventure Party
and Cinderella Party), holiday get-togethers (for Christmas,
Halloween, and more), and wedding-related events (like a
Bridal Shower and an Anniversary Party). The accompanying
recipes--including Blueberry Coffee Cake, Pineapple Chicken,
Brownie S'Mores, and Easter Bunny Cake--are as tasty today
as they were back in the sixties. Complete with craft ideas
(such as how to make a gilded fruit centerpiece) and
entertaining advice ("What Makes a Hostess Famous?"), this
facsimile edition is a charming snapshot of life in a more
innocent era--and a perfect gift.

Spectacular cupcake recipes made from scratch or with
a mix Get ready for adorably decorated and deliciously
flavored cupcakes made easy! Betty Crocker The Big
Book of Cupcakes features 175 delightful cupcakes, all
using new and fun decorating ideas anyone can master
and simple ingredients available anywhere. And as a
unique feature, almost every cupcake can be made from
scratch or with a mix: You decide which method to
follow. Recipes include kids' party favorites like Double
Chocolate-Peanut Butter Cupcakes, as well as
sophisticated flavors like Mocha-Caramel Cappuccino
Cupcakes. You'll find: More than 175 cupcakes, with a
tantalizing full-color photograph of every cupcake, plus
helpful how-to photos showing easy decorating
techniques A special Kids' Party Cupcakes chapter with
decorated treats like Puffer Fish Cupcakes, Monster
Truck Cupcake Pull-Aparts and Campfire S'Mores
Cupcakes Dazzling Holiday and Special-Occasion
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Cupcakes chapters including fanciful creations like
Easter Egg Baskets, Almond-Filled White Christmas
Cupcakes and Molten Caramel Apple Cupcakes Perfect
for bake sales, birthdays, holiday parties or just an
everyday treat, Betty Crocker The Big Book of Cupcakes
is one book that really takes the cake.
A huge collection of easy weeknight dinners the whole
family will love Dinner will never get boring with this
compendium of weeknight dinner recipes from Betty
Crocker. You'll find soups and stews, skillet meals, maindish salads, pizzas, sandwiches, casseroles, and much
more. With meals that are just as easy to prepare as
they are delicious to eat, this book will help you keep the
family fed with minimum effort. Whether it's a light
summer meal or a hearty winter meal you need, The Big
Book of Weeknight Dinners has you covered! Includes
more than 200 simple, no-fuss recipes with
mouthwatering full-color photographs throughout Helpful
icons highlight fast recipes that can be prepared in 30
minutes or less while an introductory section offers
helpful tips on meal planning and smart shopping With
more than 200 recipes at just $19.99, this book is a
fantastic value When it comes to feeding families, no one
has you covered like Betty Crocker. With The Big Book
of Weeknight Dinners, you'll have plenty of great dinner
ideas to dig into.
Make weeknight meals bigger and better than ever! Betty
Crocker Big Book of Slow Cooker, Casseroles, and More
combines hearty slow cooker meals, casseroles, onedish dinners, and other comfort food recipes all into one
big compendium. This book collects favorite recipes
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Betty Crocker readers have come to trust for simple
solutions for home-cooked meals and modern twists to
comfort food classics. Every recipe delivers on this nofuss promise, utilizing convenience appliances such as a
slow cooker, or only one essential pot or pan, like a
casserole dish or skillet, to get dinner on the table quickly
and efficiently. An introductory section includes helpful
tips and information on using a slow cooker, cutting
down on prep time, and offering clever ideas for makeahead recipes the whole family will love. Features more
than 200 recipes-casseroles, pastas, soups and stews,
simple slow cooker meals, and much more Includes
bonus dessert and appetizer recipes that give readers
brilliant ideas for holiday meals and parties Icon
highlights super-fast recipes made 30 minutes or less
For home cooks who need to get wholesome, delicious
meals on the table in a flash-without added fuss-Betty
Crocker Big Book of Slow Cooker, Casseroles, and
More! is chock-full of satisfying dishes that are sure to
become family classics.
In addition to the classic Betty Crocker Cookbook which
includes more than nine hundred recipes for appetizers,
beverages, breads, meats, vegetables, and desserts,
this edition offers an added section designed for
newlyweds.
Suggests quick, inexpensive, and memorable dinners for
two and includes advice on special cooking techniques
A massive collection of recipes to make breakfast the
most important—and most enjoyable—meal of the day.
Whatever your morning routine, you’ll find just what you
need right here. Try grab-and-go recipes, cereal served
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up in creative ways, classic egg dishes, and fresh ideas
for waffles, pancakes, and French toast. When the
weekend rolls around, enjoy relaxing brunch dishes such
as Puffed Pancake Brunch Casserole and Smoked
Salmon Breakfast Squares. You’ll want to try all 200
recipes, from quick-and-easy options like Triple Treat
Antioxidant Smoothies and Green Tea Granola to
leisurely delights perfect for low-key mornings, such as
Snickerdoodle Pancakes and Mini Breakfast Quiches
with Potato Crust. There’s even a guide to brewing the
best coffee and tea. Whatever you choose, these recipes
are sure to help you rise and shine.
Delicious everyday meals you can eat to your heart's
content! For the millions of people with cardiovascular
disease, high blood pressure, or other cardiac-related
conditions, maintaining a heart-healthy diet is essential.
But eating right for heart health is good for everyone,
especially when it's so easy to do. With the Betty
Crocker Healthy Heart Cookbook, there's no need to
sacrifice flavor or simplicity to eat right. Written in
partnership with one of America's most respected
cardiologists, book includes more than 140 recipes that
anyone can prepare and everyone can enjoy. These
hearty-smart adaptations of familiar classics and
nourishing new ideas will have the whole family eating
quick, delicious meals that are easy on the heart—and the
palate. Includes more than 140 recipes like Grilled
Barbecue Beef and Bean Burgers, Gorgonzola Linguine
with Toasted Walnuts, and Oatmeal-Cranberry Muffins
Features up-to-date information on heart disease,
including risk factors, testing, prevention, and treatment
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Offers seven-day menu plans with a week's worth of
healthy meals and snacks Includes nutrition information
with every recipe, plus carbohydrate exchanges and
carbohydrate choices for stress-free meal planning
Whether you need to maintain a heart-healthy diet
because of a cardiovascular condition or just for the sake
of good health, the Betty Crocker Healthy Heart
Cookbook is the perfect resource.
Three times a day, and sometimes more, everyone asks
themselves, "What can I serve that my family and friends
will enjoy?" This classic cook book from General Mills
icon Betty Crocker answers the call with quick and easy
recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks. Whether
you ae planning a party and need fancy sandwiches or
hearty meals, cakes for dessert or bread and herb butter
to go along with dinner, this book has a fast recipe for
everyone. Simple instructions and charming two-color
illustrations bring each easy-to-make recipe to life. Pick
up a copy of Betty Crocker's Original Good and Easy
Cook Book and get a thousand time-saving and tastetempting recipes.
Offers two hundred homestyle recipes for main dishes that
can serve as a complete meal, with information on equipment
and slow cooking techniqes.
"A Betty Crocker book"--Page 4 of cover.
Fun and sure-to-please cookie recipes—from all-time classics
to contemporary favorites Here's a massive collection of the
best cookies and bars ever with more than 180 sensational
recipes that are as easy to make as they are fun to eat.
Whether made from scratch or with a Betty Crocker mix,
these delectable cookies give you as many options as any
cookie lover could want.Whether you crave traditional
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favorites or fancy new ideas, you'll fall in love with these
lusciously diverse cookies—from classic peanut butter cookies
to unexpected flavors like Pecan-Praline Bacon Bars. Plus,
with a special section of gluten-free recipes, every member of
the family can get in on the fun. ·Features more than 180
easy-to-make cookie recipes offering a wide variety of flavors
and variations, from fun cookies for kids to sophisticated
dinner-party delights ·Illustrated with more than 100 full-color
photos and step-by-step how-to photos for baking,
decorating, and more ·Includes tips and advice on cookiemaking basics, from rolling and cutting to baking and
frostingYou'll find almost any cookie you can imagine in the
Betty Crocker Big Book of Cookies. With these recipes and
variations, you'll find the perfect sweet treat for any occasion .
. . or no occasion at all.
An updated new edition of the bestselling diabetes cookbook
from Betty Crocker and the International Diabetes Center
Here's a fresh new edition of the cookbook that proves that
people who have diabetes don't have to give up the foods
they love and, in fact, can eat incredibly satisfying food every
day, for every meal. The Betty Crocker Diabetes Cookbook
delivers delicious and healthful recipes for diabetics, along
with the latest medical and nutrition information from the
International Diabetes Center. This new edition includes
brand-new recipes and photos, along with tips and menus
that focus on using carbohydrate choices. Plus, an easy-tounderstand introductory section provides helpful insight and
vital guidance for those with diabetes. Features 140 quick,
easy-to-make, and delicious recipes for breakfasts, lunches,
dinners, desserts, and more Includes 40 recipes and full-color
photos all new to this edition, including gluten-free dishes and
fun items like mini cupcakes Includes menus for a variety of
special occasions plus a sampling of everyday menus with
carbohydrate counts included With the Betty Crocker
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Diabetes Cookbook, great-tasting meals are never off-limits
for people with diabetes.
Whether starting from scratch with the basics of measuring
and kitchen safety or creating a meal for the family, Betty
Crocker Kids Cook is both teacher and creative outlet. Betty
Crocker has been helping kids in the kitchen since 1957 with
the publication of Betty Crocker’s Boys and Girls Cookbook.
Betty CrockerKids Cook provides the same blend of teaching
and creativity, helping today’s kids learn to cook and have
fun at the same time. The book has 66 I-want-to-make-that
recipes, plus engaging illustrations and photos of each recipe
that blend whimsy and practicality. The book covers
Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks, Dinner and Desserts as well as
kitchen essentials, including cooking safety and nutrition
basics. This is the book that will teach kids to feel comfortable
in the kitchen, whether assembling a healthy snack like
Strawberry-Orange Smoothies or whipping up a dinner of
Impossibly Easy Mini Chicken Pot Pies with Fresh Fruit
Frozen Yogurt Pops for dessert.
The Big Book of Pasta includes - Over 140 recipes for
different tastes and occasions; Full-color photographs of
every recipe; Hints on choosing and cooking dried pasta; Tips
for making and shaping fresh pasta dough.
Featuring a variety of 175 tasty and hearty recipes, Betty
Crocker The Big Book of Pasta shows how delicious and
versatile this pantry staple can be when planning family
meals. Pasta is the perfect dinnertime solution for busy,
budget-conscious families, and this collection delivers with
more than 175 delicious, creative, and foolproof recipes and
more than 125 beautiful full-color photos. Information on mixand-match recipes, working with non-wheat pastas and
different cooking methods for fresh versus dried pastas helps
home cooks find perfect noodle and sauce combinations for
every night of the week–from oven-baked Moroccan Spinach
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Lasagna or Classic Spaghetti and Meatballs to simmering
one-pot soups featuring tortellini and orzo. Special icons
highlight Fast, Make-Ahead, and Meatless recipes. The book
even includes information on making fresh pasta and
gnocchi, for those cooks looking to take their pasta prep to
the next level.
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